The biggest bebopper in the jazz world today is the miffed-cheeked trumpeter on the opposite page who is shown in the act of becoming highly "cool." In the lingo of bebop this means that John Birks ("Dizzy") Gillespie is blowing a very hot trumpet, A.A. "killer" (i.e., he knocks the fags dead), he is obviously far "genie" (lost in his music) as his neck swells from a normal size 16 to a hop size 20.

Bebop is a new school of discordant, offbeat jazz which has mushroomed into as big a music cult as swing. Its devotees ape the eccentric appearance of bebop's inventor, Gillespie; horn-rims, goatee and beret. Dizzy has also inspired his followers to imitate his conduct (below), speech and even his shuffling gait. Boppers go gaga over such bebop classics as "On the Sunny Side," "On the Sunny Side," "On the Sunny Side," and "Summertime." ("No Name" spelled backward). They were so carried away a week ago when Dizzy and his band began hopping in a New York club, the Royal Roost, that it was renamed the Metropolitan Opera House.

**BEBOP GREETING** begins as Gillespie (right) hails Benny Carter with "Bells, man! Where you been?"

**THE SIGN** of "the flattened fifth," a note common in bop, is flashed by both men.

**THE SHOUT** "Eel-yo-dah!" which sounds like bebop triplet notes, is next.

**THE GRIPE** establishes friendship, ends the ritual. Beboppers can now converse.
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GUMS TENDER?
Try this Gentle Dental Care!

Teel is the only leading dentifrice that does both:

1. HELPS PREVENT GUM IRRITATION
     Liquid Teel lets you massage gums gently...
     helps promote healthy gums

2. Cleans Teeth Special Easy Way
     Teel contains no abrasives. Gets teeth sparkling clean safely. Get Teel today and follow special directions on the package.

Refreshes your breath, too! Liquid Teel penetrates tooth crevices instantly...removes decaying food particles which cause much bad breath...refreshes your mouth on contact! Pleasen, tangy flavor. Try it!

Cleans Teeth Beautifully!

CACKLING CROONER Mel (Velvet Fog) Torne happily bites on his fingers while he and a model, June Bright, dig Dizzy Gillespie (reflected in mirror).

FRENZIED DRUMMER named Gonzales (but called Cane Pezo) whips beboppers into fever with Congo beat. Dizzy rates him world's best drummer.
THANK HEAVEN

I Can
Hear Again!

I HEARD EVERY WORD THE PREACHER SAID

"And oh, what a blessing it is! I miss nothing at church or at the movies. Never need turn the radio on loud. Never ask people to repeat.

"It all began when I filled out a coupon and got a marvelous free book that told me all about hearing loss. It described what modern science is doing for people like me."

A New Way to Hear. No Button Need Show In the Ear

The new one unit BELTONE Hearing Aid is so small it can slip into a man’s watch pocket. The tiny receiver is inconspicuous—need not show in the ear—yet so powerful it delivers 2 to 6 times more clear sound than any we’ve tested.

Beltone’s new Magic Silver Circuit is Moistureproof. It will not be affected by heat, humidity or body perspiration.

A Free Beltone Selectometer test quickly tells which one of 144 corrections is needed for your particular hearing loss. Even severe cases have been corrected by the marvelous new Beltone—truly “a new way to hear.”

Coupon Brings You Free Book On Deafness

Don’t wait till deafness creeps up on you! Decide today to do something about your hearing loss. Fill out the coupon below and mail it to us for a free book that gives you scientific facts on Deafness. You’ll bless the day you did it. No obligation.

Beltone
MONO-PAC
ONE UNIT HEARING AID

SEND COUPON NOW FOR YOUR FREE BOOK

Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Dept. L-10
1450 W. 19th St., Chicago 8, Ill.

Please send me without cost or obligation the valuable FREE Booklet of facts about DEAFNESS and How to Overcome It.

Name:_________________________
Address:_______________________
Town:__________________________
State:__________________________
Never neglect a finger jab

The tiniest injury can become infected. Never take a chance.

Always use BAND-AID, the adhesive bandage that always comes to you individually wrapped, 100% sterile.

Caution: Not all adhesive bandages are BAND-AID. Only Johnson & Johnson makes BAND-AID. And only BAND-AID brings you Johnson & Johnson dependability.

OSTRICH LEATHER SHOES of Gillespie are admired by Musicians Union agents. These are not part of the boppers' required costume. Once, when Dizzy's shirt buttons opened accidentally, his followers adopted open shirts as a vogue.

DIZZY STRESSES "OO," NOT "BAH"

Dizzy Gillespie gave bebop its name at a rehearsal of his band. "Be- bop! Be-bop! That's what I want," Dizzy shouted, and his cult, which regards him as the Abraham Lincoln of jazz, was born. Experts say bebop is a form of discordant jazz in which notes are played at breakneck speed with accents more on the upbeat than the downbeat. Skeptics insist there is one way to identify bebop: if the tune is unrecognizable, it's bebop. It is true that some songs, like the familiar Whispering, become highly unfamiliar when bebopped. After hopping #1 on top of #1, he had to be renamed "Chick" Dizzy, who earns $3,500 a week, never tires of explaining to "squares," "In regular jazz you might get a phrase like oo-BAH, oo-BAH, oo-BAH. With us, it's OO-bah, OO-bah, OO-bah..."

6 to 1 choice in doctors' recommendations

BAND-AID TRADE MARK

ADHESIVE BANDAGES

Plain Pack

Johnson & Johnson

*BAND-AID is the Reg. Trade-mark of Johnson & Johnson for its adhesive bandages.

MOHAMMEDAN LEANINGS are shown by many bebop musicians, some of whom have actually turned Mohammedan, interrupt rehearsals at sunset to bow to the east. Here Dizzy bows to Mecca from his Hollywood apartment.

Remember! NEVER BE WITHOUT Evaporated Milk

AMERICAN DAIRY ASSOCIATION Chicago, Illinois

Color Prints & Pictures

Hundreds of attractive GET UNLIMITED DECORATIVE PHOTOS FOR HOME & OFFICE, BIRTHDAYS, ANNIVERSARIES, CHRISTENINGS, WEDDINGS,agna party favor, color prints. Send 25c in stamps or coin for descriptive folder. CREST: ANG OVER CO. Dept 123, 325 S. La Salle Chicago 6, Illinois
THE LUSTRON HOME

No other house at any price has features like these . . . .

The Lustron Home is the result of American industrial and engineering "know-how" applied for the first time to home building.

It is made of porcelain-enameled steel . . . the strength of steel and the permanent colorful beauty of porcelain, inside and out.

It is built in a factory to give you the benefits of volume production and dimensional precision. It is an engineered home, far removed from the technique of hammer and nails. It represents the results of years of effort to develop efficient, low-cost, mass-produced homes.

Your choice of colors, in beautifully subdued shades, opens up an entirely new concept of color harmony in home design and decoration. You get greater variety and practically unlimited blending possibilities with the new Lustron Home.

You never need to repaint, redecorate, or refinish. Sunlight, salt water, or chemical fumes cannot fade or stain finish.

Heated by radiant panels. Lustron's radiant panel heating system is the most advanced of its type. Smooth, even rays of heat are radiated from the ceiling. No radiators, no grilles, no circulating currents of warm, dust-carrying air.

These construction features alone put the Lustron Home far in advance of any other house available today.

And the beauty is an average American family can afford it. If you make $50 to $60 a week, you can buy a Lustron Home—a better home than you probably ever dreamed you could own.

THE LUSTRON HOME—A NEW STANDARD FOR LIVING

Six—five spacious rooms, plus large utility room—total of more than 1,000 square feet.

Design—follows growing trend toward contemporary ranch-style architecture. Choice of colors for interior and exterior, all in nonglossy finish porcelains enameled steel.

Permanence—freeproof, decay-proof, ratproof, termite-proof, vermin-proof, ratproof. Your only cleaning materials are soap, water, and a damp cloth.

Erection—The Lustron Home will be shipped f.o.b. Columbus to licensed builder-dealers. It can be erected on the site in three to four days, from completion of foundation to putting key in front door.

Features included in delivered price: combination dishwasher-clothes-washer, automatic water heater, automatic heating unit, exhaust fan, built-in cabinets, cupboards, "closet walls," bookcases, dressing table. All you need to buy is your own cooking stove and refrigerator and, of course, your own furnishings.

LUSTRON CORPORATION, Box 2023A, Columbus 16, Ohio
INTRODUCING
the record that plays up to 45 minutes!

the sensational new

COLUMBIA
LONG PLAYING
MICROGROOVE
RECORD

... finer tone quality
... more music for your money
... saves storage space
... nonbreakable Vinylic

NOW—A COMPLETE ALBUM OF MUSIC ON ONE RECORD!

FREE DEMONSTRATION
Hear this amazing new record at your dealer now!

Imagine a complete symphony or
musical comedy score on one 12-
inch record!

Microgroove recording, a new
Columbia process, puts up to 6
times more music on a smooth, non-
breakable Vinylic disc—and the
savings are passed on to you.

You get all this with the new
Columbia LP Microgroove Record
...at prices far lower than you’ve
been paying for ordinary shellac
records!

Over 300 classical and popular
selections already available by the
great artists who record exclusively
for Columbia—many more coming
soon.

For a thrilling demonstration of the
sensational new Columbia LP Micro-
groove Record visit your dealer today!

Sensational Savings!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Cost In Commercial Phonograph</th>
<th>Cost In Connédant Phonograph</th>
<th>Cost Of Single Columbia Long Playing Nonbreakable Vinylic Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRAHMS: Concerto No. 2</td>
<td>$13.00</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
<td>$4.85 (Federate Excise Tax Included)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bizet: Excerpts from Carmen</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>$7.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grieg: Piano Concerto</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Columbia Player Attachment

PAYS FOR ITSELF. Plays Columbia LP
Records at 33 1/3 rpm through your present
radio or combination. Precision built,
new featherweight tone arm weighs only
1/8 ounce. The savings on just a few
Columbia LP Records pay for it. Com-
binations with 2-speed turntables in
many makes and models also available.